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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 1961, Fan 8 proved the following minimax inequality for real-valued
functions.
Ž .THEOREM A Ky Fan Minimax Inequality . Let E be a Hausdorff
topological ¤ector space, and let X be a nonempty compact con¤ex subset of E.
Ž .Suppose that f : X = X “ R the one-dimensional Euclidean space satisfies
the following:
Ž . Ž .i For each fixed y g X, f ?, y is lower semicontinuous.
Ž . Ž .ii For each fixed x g X, f x, ? is quasiconca¤e.
Then
min sup f x , y F f x , x .supŽ . Ž .
x g X yg X x g X
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The above Ky Fan minimax inequality is well known. It plays a very
important role in many fields, such as variational inequalities, game
theory, mathematical economics, control theory, and fixed point theory.
Because of wide applications, this inequality has been generalized in a
Ž w x w x w xnumber of ways e.g., see Allen 1 , Aubin and Ekeland 2 , Chang 4 , Ding
w x w x w x w x w x.and Tian 7 , Tan 17, 18 , Yen 19 , Yuan 20 , and Zhou and Chen 21 .
w xRecently, Chen 6 proved a generalized Fan's section theorem and a
generalized Browder's fixed point theorem for set-valued mappings on
H-spaces. Based on these two results, he obtained a vector version of the
Ky Fan minimax inequality for vector-valued mappings on H-spaces. Very
w xrecently, Chang et al. 5 presented a generalized section theorem and a
generalized fixed point theorem in W-spaces, and applied these results to
establish a vector version of the Ky Fan minimax inequality for vector-val-
ued mappings in W-spaces. Some other types of minimax inequalities for
w x w xvector-valued mappings can be found in Ferro 9]11 , Shi and Lin 13 , and
w xTanaka 14]16 .
In this paper, we establish a type of minimax inequality for vector-valued
mappings in a general setting. They are certain vector versions of the Ky
Fan minimax inequality. The approach we adopt in this paper is new and
interesting. It is based on a technical lemma that can be regarded as a
strong version of the ky Fan minimax inequality. The technique can be
used to study other types of minimax inequalities for vector-valued map-
pings.
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we make a few notations and give some definitions and
lemmas.
w xDEFINITION 1 12 . Let Z be a topological vector space and let C be a
convex cone C with a nonempty interior int C. Let B be a nonempty
subset of Z.
Ž . Ži A point z g B is said to be a minimal point of B if B l z y
.  4C s z .
Ž .ii A point z g B is said to be a weakly minimal point of B if
Ž .B l z y int C s B.
Ž . Žiii A point z g B is said to be a maximal point of B if B l z q
.  4C s z .
Ž .iv A point z g B is said to be a weakly maximal point of B if
Ž .B l z q int C s B.
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By Min B, Min B, Max B, and Max B we denote, respectively, the setv v
of all of the minimal points, the set of all of the weakly minimal points, the
set of all of the maximal points, and the set of all of the weakly maximal
points of B.
It is easy to verify that
Min B ; Min B and Max B ; Max B. 1Ž .v v
 4 Ž .When Z s R and C s R [ r g R: r G 0 , a weakly minimalrmaximalq
point reduces to the minimumrmaximum of B in R.
w xLEMMA 1 12 . Let B be a nonempty compact subset of a Hausdorff
topological ¤ector space Z with a pointed closed con¤ex cone C. Then
Ž . Ž .a Min B / B. b B ; Min B q C.
Ž . Ž .c Max B / B. d B ; Max B y C.
Let E and Z be two topological spaces, B / X ; E, and let 2 Z be the
collection of all subsets of Z. Let F: X “ 2 Z be a set-valued mapping
with nonempty set values. F is said to be upper semicontinuous if for any
Ž .x g X and for any neighborhood V of F x in Z,0 0
F x ; V for all x g U l XŽ .
for some neighborhood U of x in E; F is said to be compact-valued if0
Ž .F x is compact for any x g X.
w xLEMMA 2 2 . Let E and Z be two Hausdorff topological spaces, B /
X ; E, and let F: X “ 2 Z be a set-¤alued mapping. If X is compact and if F
Ž . Ž .is upper semicontinuous and compact-¤alued, then F X [ D F x isx g X
compact.
The following lemma can easily be proved with a proof similar to that
w x w xfor Lemma 2 in Chen 6 and Lemma 2.1 in Ferro 11 .
LEMMA 3. Let E and Z be two Hausdorff topological ¤ector spaces, let X
be a nonempty compact subset of E, let C be a pointed closed con¤ex cone in
Z with int C / B, and let f : X = X “ Z be a continuous mapping. The
Z Ž . Ž .set-¤alued mapping F: X “ 2 defined by F x s Max f x, X is upperv
semicontinuous and compact-¤alued.
w xDEFINITION 2 10, 12 . Let X be a nonempty convex subset of a real
vector space E, and let Z be an ordered topological vector space with a
pointed convex cone C. A vector-valued mapping f : X “ Z is said to be
Ž . w xi C-concave if for any x, y g X and l g 0, 1 ,
f l x q 1 y l y g l f x q 1 y l f y q C.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž .  Ž . .ii C-quasiconcave if for each z g Z, the set x g X : f x g z q C
is convex.
Ž .iii Properly quasi-C-concave if for any x, y g X,
either f l x q 1 y l y g f x q C orŽ . Ž .Ž .
f l x q 1 y l y g f y q C.Ž . Ž .Ž .
It is not hard to show that f is C-quasi-concave if it is either C-concave
Ž w x.or properly quasi-C-concave see Lemma 2.1 in Tanaka 16 . However, a
C-concave mapping is not necessarily a properly quasi-C-concave mapping,
and a properly quasi-C-concave mapping is not necessarily a C-concave
Ž w x.mapping see Proposition 4.2 in Ferro 9 .
w xThe following result follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 in Ferro 10 .
LEMMA 4. Let E and Z be two Hausdorff topological ¤ector spaces, let X
be a nonempty compact subset of E, and let C be a pointed closed con¤ex cone
in Z with int C / B. Let f : X = X “ Z be a continuous mapping such that
Ž .f x, ? is properly quasi-C-conca¤e for each fixed x g X. Then the set-¤alued
Z Ž . Ž .mapping F: X “ 2 , defined by F x s Max f x, X , is single-¤alued and
continuous.
Let Z be a topological vector space and let C be a closed convex
pointed cone in Z with int C / B. For any fixed a g Z and e g int C, it is
not hard to verify that the set
 4T z [ t g R: z g a q te q CŽ .e , a
is nonempty, closed, and bounded for each z g Z. Hence, we can define
 4h z s max t g R: z g a q te q C .Ž .e , a
Analogously, we can define another functional as follows:
 4g z s min t g R: z g a q te y C .Ž .e , a
These two functionals are two important analytic tools in this paper. We
w xquote some properties as follows. See 12 for proofs of them.
LEMMA 5. The functionals h and g aree, a e, a
Ž .i continuous;
Ž .ii monotonically increasing, i.e.,
z y z g C « j z G j zŽ . Ž .1 2 1 2
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and
Ž .iii strictly monotonically increasing, i.e.,
z y z g int C « j z ) j z ,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
where j stands for h or g .e, a e, a
Ž .iv Let X be a nonempty con¤ex subset of a real ¤ector space E and f :
X “ Z. f is C-quasi-conca¤e if and only if the composite mapping h f ise, a
quasi-conca¤e for each a g Z and e g int C.
Finally, we prove the following interesting lemma.
LEMMA 6. Let E be a Hausdorff topological ¤ector space, let X be a
nonempty compact con¤ex subset of E, and let w : X = X “ R be a continu-
Ž .ous functional satisfying the requirement that w x, ? is quasi-conca¤e for
each x g X. There exists x g X such that0
max w x , y s w x , x .Ž . Ž .0 0 0
ygX
Proof. For each n g N, we define a set-valued mapping T : X “ 2 Xn
by
T x s y g X : max w x , X y w x , y - 1rn . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .n
Thus,
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 T x / B for each x g X because w x, ? is continuous and Xn
is compact.
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 T x is convex for each x g X. In fact, if y , y g T x andn 1 2 n
w xl g 0, 1 , then y , y g X and1 2
w x , y ) max w x , X y 1rn , i s 1, 2.Ž . Ž .i
Ž .Hence, l y q 1 y l y g X because X is convex, and1 2
w x , l y q 1 y l y G min w x , y , w x , y ) max w x , X y 1rn 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž .because w x, ? is quasi-concave. That is,
l y q 1 y l y g T x .Ž . Ž .1 2 n
Ž .3 for each y g X, the set
Ty1 y s x g X : y g T x 4Ž . Ž .n n
s x g X : max w x , u y w x , y - 1rn 4Ž . Ž .ug X
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Ž .is open because w ?, y is continuous and the marginal function
Ž . w xmax w ?, u is continuous by Proposition 23 of Chapter 3 in 2 .ug X
w xTherefore, by Browder fixed point theorem 4 , there exists an x g Xn
Ž .such that x g T x , i.e.,n n n
max w x , y y w x , x - 1rn.Ž . Ž .n n n
ygX
Because X is compact, we can assume that x “ x g X. Taking the limitn 0
as n “ ‘ in the above expression, we have
max w x , y F w x , x .Ž . Ž .0 0 0
ygX
Hence,
max w x , y s w x , x .Ž . Ž .0 0 0
ygX
This completes the proof.
Ž . Ž .Remark 1. sup w ?, y is lower semicontinuous when w ?, y is lowery g X
semicontinuous for each y g X. Because any lower semicontinuous func-
Žtional on a compact set achieves a minimum, Theorem A Ky Fan minimax
.inequality can be stated as follows: there exists an x g X such that0
sup w x , y F sup w x , x .Ž . Ž .0
ygX ygX
However, this inequality does not guarantee that
sup w x , y s w x , x .Ž . Ž .0 0 0
ygX
Hence, Lemma 6 is a strong type of Ky Fan minimax inequality. In the
next section, this lemma will be applied to establish two minimax theorems
for vector-valued mappings.
3. MINIMAX INEQUALITIES
In this section, we establish a type of minimax inequality for vector-val-
ued mappings in Hausdorff topological vector spaces with pointed closed
convex cones.
THEOREM 1. Let E and Z be two Hausdorff topological ¤ector spaces, let
X be a nonempty compact con¤ex subset of E, and let C be a pointed closed
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con¤ex cone in Z with int C / B. Let f : X = X “ Z be a mapping satisfying
the following:
Ž .i f is continuous.
Ž . Ž .ii f x, ? is properly quasi-C-conca¤e for each x g X.
Then
B / Min D Max f x , X ; Max D f x , x q Z_int C. 2Ž . Ž . Ž .v x g X v x g X
Proof. Since f is continuous and X is compact, by Lemmas 1]3,
Min D Max f x , X / B.Ž .x g X v
Ž .Hence, by 1 ,
Min D Max f x , X / B.Ž .v x g X v
Ž .Let z g Min D Max f x, X . Thus, there exist x g X and y g Xv x g X v
such that
z s f x , y g Max f x , X s F x andŽ . Ž .Ž . v
z g Min F X , 3Ž . Ž .v
Z Ž .where F: X “ 2 is a set-valued mapping defined by F x s
Ž .Max f x, X . Take a fixed vector a g z y int C and let e s z y a g int C.v
Ž .By Lemma 5 i , we can define a continuous functional g : Z “ R by
 4g z s min t g R: z g a q te y C .Ž .
Hence,
g z s min g z . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .zgF X
Ž .In fact, if this were not the case, then there would exist z g F X such0
that
 4t : s g z - g z s min t : z g a q te y CŽ . Ž .0 0
 4s min t : e q a g a q te y C
s min t : t y 1 e g C s 1. 4Ž .
So,
z g a q t e y C s z y e q t e y C ; z y int C.0 0 0
Ž . Ž .This contradicts 3 . Let x g X. Because gf x, ? is continuous by the
Ž .continuity of g and f x, ? and because X is compact, there exists an
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y g X such thatx
max gf x , y s gf x , y . 5Ž . Ž . Ž .x
ygX
Ž . Ž .By Lemma 5 iii , g is strictly monotonically increasing. From 5 , it is
obvious that
f x , y g Max f x , X s F x ; F X . 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x v
Ž . Ž .Combining 4 ] 6 , we have
g z F gf x , y s max gf x , y .Ž . Ž . Ž .x
ygX
Because x can be any element of X, it follows that
gf x , y s g z F min max gf x , y . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
xgX ygX
Since g and f are continuous, gf is continuous. Since g is monotonically
Ž . Ž .increasing by Lemma 5 ii and since f x, ? is properly quasi-C-concave for
Ž .each x g X, it is not hard for us to show that gf x, ? is quasi-concave for
each fixed x g X. Hence, by Theorem A,
min max gf x , y F max gf x , x s gf x , xŽ . Ž . Ž .0 0
xgX ygX xgX
Ž .for some x g X. This, together with 7 , yields0
g z F gf x , x .Ž . Ž .0 0
By the strictly monotonic increasingness of g, the above expression implies
z f f x , x q int C.Ž .0 0
Therefore,
z g f x , x q z_int C ; D f x , x q Z_int CŽ . Ž .0 0 x g X
; Max D f x , x y C q Z_int C by Lemma 1Ž . Ž .x g X
s Max D f x , x q Z_int C.Ž .x g X
This completes the proof.
Relaxing the concavity condition in Theorem 1, we have the following
form of minimax inequality for vector-valued mappings.
THEOREM 2. Let E and Z be two Hausdorff topological ¤ector spaces, let
X be a nonempty compact con¤ex subset of E, and let C be a pointed closed
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con¤ex cone in Z with int C / B. Let f : X = X “ Z be a mapping satisfying
the following:
Ž .i f is continuous.
Ž . Ž .ii For each x g X, f x, ? is C-quasi-conca¤e.
Then,
B / Max D f x , x ; Min D Max f x , X q Z_ yint C .Ž . Ž . Ž .v x g X x g X v
8Ž .
Proof. Since f is continuous and X is compact, by Lemma 1,
Ž . Ž .Max D f x, x / B. Hence, Max D f x, x / B. Letx g X v x g X
z s f x , x g Max D f x , x . 9Ž . Ž . Ž .v x g X
Take a fixed point a g z q int C and let e s a y z. Thus, e g int C. We
define a real-valued function h: Z “ R by
 4h z s max t g R: z g a q te q C .Ž .
Now we show that
h z s max hf x , x . 10Ž . Ž . Ž .
xgX
In fact, if this were not the case, there would exist an x g X such that0
 4t s h f x , x ) h z s max t : z g a q te q CŽ . Ž .0 0 0
 4s max t : a y e g a q te q C s max t : y 1 q t e g C s y1. 4Ž .
Thus,
f x , x g a q t e q C s e q z q t e q CŽ .0 0 0 0
s z q 1 q t e q C s z q int C q C ; z q int C ,Ž .0
Ž . Ž .which contradicts 9 . Hence, 10 holds. According to Lemma 5, h and
Ž .hence hf are continuous; hf x, ? is quasi-concave for any fixed x g X.
Therefore, by Theorem A, there exists an x g X such that0
max hf x , y s min max hf x , y F max hf x , x .Ž . Ž . Ž .0
ygX xgX ygX xgX
Ž .This, together with 10 , yields
hf x , y F h z , ; y g X .Ž . Ž .0
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Ž .By Lemma 5 ii , this implies
f x , y y z f int C , ; y g X .Ž .0
That is,
z g f x , y q Z_ yint C , ; y g X . 11Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Ž .Since f x , X is compact, by Lemma 1, we can find a y g X such that0 0
f x , y g Max f x , X ; D Max f x , X . 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 v 0 x g X v
Ž . Ž .By Lemma 3, the set-valued mapping F x s Max f x, X is upperv
Ž .semicontinuous and compact-valued. Hence, D Max f x, X is com-x g X
pact because X is compact. By Lemma 1,
D Max f x , X ; Min D Max f x , X q C. 13Ž . Ž . Ž .x g X v x g X v
Ž . Ž .Combining 11 ] 13 , we have
z g f x , y q Z_ yint C ; D Max f x , X q Z_ yint CŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 x g X v
; Min D Max f x , X q C q Z_ yint CŽ . Ž .x g X v
s Min D max f x , X q Z_ yint C .Ž . Ž .x g X v
This completes the proof.
If an additional assumption is made in Theorems 1 and 2, respectively,
we can get two strong minimax inequalities as applications of Lemma 6.
THEOREM 3. Let E and Z be two Hausdorff topological ¤ector spaces, let
X be a nonempty compact con¤ex subset of E, and let C be a pointed closed
con¤ex cone in Z with int C / B. Let f : X = X “ Z be a mapping satisfying
the following:
Ž .i f is continuous.
Ž . Ž .ii f x, ? is properly quasi-C-conca¤e for each fixed x g X.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii Min D Max f x, X ; Max f x, X y C for each fixedv x g X v v
x g X.
Then,
Min D Max f x , X ; Max D f x , X y C. 14Ž . Ž . Ž .v x g X v x g X
Ž .Proof. Let z g Min D Max f x, X . Let a, e, F, and g be thev x g X v
Ž .same as in the proof of Theorem 1. Thus, gf is continuous and gf x, ? is
quasi-concave for each fixed x g X. Hence, by Lemma 6, there exists a
y g X such that0
max gf y , y s gf y , y . 15Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
ygX
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Ž .Because g is strictly monotonically increasing, 15 implies
f y , y g Max f y , X . 16Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 v 0
Ž .On the other hand, by Lemma 4, Max f y , X is a single-point set.v 0
Ž .Hence, 16 can be rewritten as
f y , y s Max f y , X . 4Ž . Ž .0 0 v 0
Ž .By condition iii , we have
z g f y , y y C ; D f x , x y CŽ . Ž .0 0 x g X
; Max D f x , x y C y C s Max D f x , X y C.Ž . Ž .x g X x g X
This completes the proof.
THEOREM 4. Let E and Z be two Hausdorff topological ¤ector spaces, let
X be a nonempty compact con¤ex subset of E, and let C be a pointed closed
con¤ex cone in Z with int C / B. Let f : X = X “ Z be a mapping satisfying
the following:
Ž .i f is continuous.
Ž . Ž .ii For each x g x, f x, ? is C-quasi-conca¤e.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii For each x g X, Max D f x, x ; f x, x q C.v x g X
Then,
Max D f x , x ; Min D Max f x , X q C. 17Ž . Ž . Ž .v x g X x g X v
Ž .Proof. Let z g Max D f x, x . Let a, e, and h be the same as inv x g X
the proof of Theorem 2. Thus,
h z s max hf x , x ,Ž . Ž .
xgX
Ž .and hf is continuous and hf x, ? is quasi-concave for each fixed x g X.
Hence, by Lemma 6, there exists an x g X such that0
hf x , y F max hf x , y shf x , xŽ . Ž . Ž .0 y g X 0 0 0
F max hf x , x s h z , ; y g X .Ž . Ž .x g X
Ž .Thereby, by Lemma 5 ii ,
f x , y y f x , x f int C , ; y g X .Ž . Ž .0 0 0
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That is,
f x , x g Max f x , X .Ž . Ž .0 0 v 0
Ž .By condition iii ,
z g f x , x q C ; Max f x , X q CŽ . Ž .0 0 v 0
; D Max f x , X q CŽ .x g X v
; Min D Max f x , X q C q C by Lemmas 1]3Ž . Ž .x g x v
s Min D Max f x , X q C.Ž .x g X v
This completes the proof.
Ž . Ž .Remark 2. Condition iii of Theorem 3 and condition iii of Theorem
w x w x4 are similar to the assumption in Ferro 10 and the one in Chen 6 . They
are satisfied if f is real-valued.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Remark 3. By 1 , the minimax inequalities 2 , 8 , 14 , and 17 can
be rewritten in the following forms:
Min D Max f x , X ; Max D f x , x q Z_int C ,Ž . Ž .v x g X v v x g X
Max D f x , x ; Min D Max f x , X q Z_ yint C ,Ž . Ž . Ž .v x g X v x g X v
Min D Max f x , X ; Max D f x , x y C ,Ž . Ž .v x g X v v x g X
Max D f x , x ; Min D Max f x , X q C ,Ž . Ž .v x g X v x g X v
respectively.
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